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Chapter 7:  

The “FRA” for Futures Deal: 
 

The SBS had never dealt in futures or other derivative market 

products before Rudi arrived.   In fact, Rudi would have been very 

surprised if any Australian Building Society was dealing in these types of 

products at this point in time.   According to his investment mandate as 

Treasurer,  he was never told that he ‘could not’ deal in these products.  

He was told that they did ‘not deal’ in them.   

Hedging or value added type investments were never part of the 

regulatory thought process when the Building Societies Act 1967 was 

first drafted.  It was updated in 1982 and still there were no inclusions 

that reflected any advancement in financial market products, or 

facilitated any other alternative or authorised investments.   

After he read the Act and discussed it with his Management, Rudi 

knew the Act was not reflective of the investment options available, nor 

did it coverage the market products that were available.  Linking these 

archaic guidelines with the markets advance was not a simple solution - 

nor an easy fix.   

His task was to convince Management about the importance these 

new products represented in opportunity for the Liquids portfolio.  He 

had to get them thinking outside their comfort zone and to look at these 

products in a more pragmatic and market orientated way.   

He presented them with information how access to these market 

derivatives would allow the SBS to extract higher returns and better 

protect the Societies risk exposures.  Rudi needed his Managements 

approval to allow him to use these markets. 

Global markets were evolving rapidly and these products were 

dividing and splintering into even newer and more sophisticated 

products.  Management attitudes to understanding and allowing 

professional Treasury operatives to utilise these new products was a 

slow process.  It was happening in professional dealing rooms - but the 

Australia Funds Management industry was far adrift in understanding 

the use of these products - or how to account for thave their heir risk 

and exposures. 

The use of computers was changing everything about dealing, 

administration procedures, and the accounting for securities 

investments.  A great number of Managers were just not comfortable 

with that change.  This suited Boards and their Directors who were also 

technology adverse.  There was reluctance for this upper Management 

to move on this issue – it was a form of corporate negligence that was 

never recognised in business forums.  The SBS Board and its 

Management were guilty in this regard.   

To convince his Management about the use of futures and options, 

Rudi used the risk hedge argument and how futures and options not 

only enhanced trading and hedging opportunities, it also opened 

avenues to create trading strategies when ‘fair value’ and ‘spread’ 
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trading was undertaken.  He was the right person at the right time and 

in the right place for this debate.   

Finding an acceptable loophole that gave Management reason to 

look at his proposal was not all that difficult.  In the end his 

Management were to be applauded for their insight, be it more born 

from ignorance and a willingness to embrace profitability, as opposed to 

a full understanding of how the derivatives were being used.   

As events unfolded over the next eight months, the strategies 

undertaken would challenge every aspect of the Australian Financial 

Markets and set a regulatory respone tone for the next 5 years.   

Rudi and the SBS Treasury would become what is great about 

markets and how individuals can break free of the market shackles that 

the then current style Management, and Regulators tried to build fences 

around.   

It wasn’t planned to be that way to begin with, but evolved as all 

new ideas do and when it was carried out – after the event everybody 

scratched their head and asked themselves what did he just do?   

The regulators spent the next several years developing ways to 

block what they thought may have happened in a ‘closing of the gate 

after the horse had bolted’ sort of way.    

But really, what this next eight month period did was create a path 

to knowledge that showed the market how to use futures and capital 

markets products to enhance returns for investment portfolios.    

The no-dealing in futures was the immediate logistical problem 

that had to be resolved.  If the real task of Managing the Liquidity 

Portfolio was to be done professionally and prudently, the futures 

market was essential as a solution.   

This problem was not just a single issue - there were many other 

procedural and internal logistical structures to overcome.  There were 

things like finding a broker to deal futures as principal on behalf of SBS, 

the counterparty risks in that alone needed to be worked through.  Then 

there was the deposit and margin requirements, the revaluation 

exposures, mark to market risk exposure, and accounting and managing 

that aspect.  There was also the problem of dealing in a non-futures 

contract that honoured everything a futures contract represented and 

offered. These all needed to be resolved and sorted before Rudi could 

make any presentation to Management.   

Rudi’s attitude was that if there was a will, there was always a 

way.  Ever since his school days, Rudi was one who liked to challenge 

authority and was always fighting the ‘system’.  Those ’system’ barriers 

were meant to herd the sheep amongst us - individual thinkers find 

ways to circumvent those barriers and achieve what others deem too 

hard to achieve.     

Already in the marketplace during this period was a product called 

- FRA’s.  The FRA evolved as a by product of ‘strip futures pricing’ for 

clients who were not able, or wanted to trade directly in futures 

markets.  In essence, they were alternative ‘cash and carry’1 style 

products, and they were an alternative to doing naked Futures contracts 

in many and varied styled arbitrage structures.  

                                           
1 Strip Futures product for grossing and price checking arbitrage 

products 
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 There was any number of ways to combine the physical and 

futures markets to come up with pricing modules that could be used to 

trade the spreads created between both markets.  Traders and the 

Market Makers, who were pricing the product were primarily using 

Futures to hedge and cover their exposures. 

Rudi’s proposed to use the FRA’s as his asset to convince 

Management to allow him to deal in futures.  The FRA was based on 

Bank risk – Management agreed to the use of FRA’s because of the Bank 

risk factor - this then meant that Futures dealt on the basis of an FRA 

contract was the same structure and risk profile.  Management agreed 

to the logic and the debate and this then allowed Rudi to go and find a 

Futures Broker who would deal FRA for futures with SBS.    

He used the same analogy when he proposed FRA for 10 and three 

(3) year Bond Futures contracts.  This wasn’t rocket science and in 

hindsight it sounded a lot easier than it actually turned out to be  

The FRA had to have the same maturity, volume and yield 

structures as the futures contracts.  In this way, the SBS was not, nor 

could be seen to be breeching any investment guidelines – it gave 

Management comfort that it was not direct dealing in futures because 

the Act did not mention futures in any way.  

To suggest that SBS could deal directly in Futures contracts using 

the same analogy was too much of a quantum leap to spring on the SBS 

Management. Management wanted compliance above all and Rudi 

accepted that from the outset. Most importantly - they wanted to be 

seen as being no different to other Building Societies.   

It was a logic that Rudi found cumbersome, but as long as Rudi 

could gain access to the Futures markets, he did not mind some of the 

nuances that appeased his management.   

Rudi firmly believed FRA/Bank Bill Futures or FRA/Bond Futures 

Contracts were acceptable investments that complied wit the SBS 

Investment charter – and he had convinced his Management of that fact 

as well.    

Within a month of Managements acceptance of the FRA for futures 

proposal, there was never a word from Management about compliance 

issues ever again.  The whole issue was a storm in a teacup and when 

push came to shove, common sense prevailed and everybody realised 

how out of date the Act was.   

 

********** 

 

Rudi still needed to find a broker who was willing to accommodate 

the concept of exchanging futures for FRA’s.    

He approached several Futures Brokers that he had dealt with 

previously and other brokers that he though might be interested in the 

proposal.  The FRA/Futures concept was presented to them on the basis 

that the SBS Treasury was seeking a full service Futures Broker – except 

thay had to deal with SBS on an FRA basis.   

The simple exchange logistics in how this worked meant the 

Broker would cover their futures position with a like FRA position with 

SBS.  Each FRA contract would have the same maturity, size and 

characteristics as each Futures contracted dealt to cover the position.   
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The concept was not too hard a sell to get the Brokers interested.  

SBS was a Quasi Semi Government Institution, wanting to deal in the 

notion of Futures contracts, but not actually deal in real Futures 

contracts.  What Futures Broker would not want their exclusive 

business? 

The logistics would become a nightmare for whoever took the task 

on.  It was obvious from early feedback there were only a few Brokers 

who were interested or committed enough to entertain the thought - or 

take on the task.  Most were intimidated in how they could manage the 

arrangement internally within their existing administration and funding 

structures.   

The SBS wanted documentary evidence in writing for every FRA 

deal that matched a Futures contract.  Initially, Rudi was talking about 

FRA’s with maturities from three months out to 10 Years.  In discussions 

with the Brokers, he clearly indicated that the SBS would want the same 

deal with FRA’s for bank bill 90 day futures, and both three and ten year 

bond futures contracts. 

In essence, the proposal work like this:  SBS would place an order 

with the Broker directly to deal say, ‘buy 100 10-year Bond contracts’, in 

the spot month.  The spot month being the nearest maturing futures 

contract.   

Each Futures/FRA contract would have the same dollar face value, 

and in this case it was $100k per contract.  Therefore 100 contracts 

would equate to a face value of $10 million in FRA contracts with a 10 

year maturity matching the maturity plus 10 years of the spot Bond 

Futures contract.   

The Broker would then execute the order on the floor of the SFE 

exchange, and then report the prices dealt at and the fill volume at each 

price. 

The next stage in the transaction trail would have these open 

futures contracts appear in a designated ‘house account’ for SBS, held 

within the Floor Member/Futures Broker own house account.  To 

facilitate the transaction between SBS and the Broker, the Broker would 

provide documentary evidence of an FRA having been dealt between 

SBS and the Broker, each contract having the same maturity and price 

as the Futures contract on the same side to the original Futures order.   

It all sounded very simple when explained here, but when the 

transaction expands, the following happened. 

For each Futures contract, the SFE required an initial deposit, and 

then each contract was further subjected to daily margin calls if the 

market valuation moved negative.  Positive margins did not require 

settlement updates.   

On say a 100-contract order on 10 year bonds, each contract 

required an A$2000 SFE2 deposit that was lodged with the SFE Clearing 

House.  That Clearing house was the ICCH3.  Essentially, the ICCH was 

an international clearing house acting to clear trading for futures 

markets around the world.  They were based in London and it’s 

predominate function was to maintain and organizes the daily tasks of 

clearing futures contracts.  Its main creditable feature was that it 

                                           
2 Sydney Futures Exchange 
3 International Commodities Clearing House 
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guaranteed the due fulfilment of all SFE futures and options contracts of 

all the SFE floor members who traded contracts on behalf of clients.    

The amount of the contract deposit is SFE/ICCH regulated and 

slides depending on market volatility and price range action.  Any 

margin calls, along with all deposit requirements was a cash 

requirement and those costs were to be met by the Floor 

Member/Broker to the ICCH.  This was a cost contingency Rudi allowed 

for when discussing the brokerage fees still to be agreed between SBS 

and the Broker.   

The Societies only possible ‘short term’ risk exposure over and 

above the natural position of any Interest Rate movements against the 

FRA/Futures contract, would be the immediate counterparty risk if the 

Broker defaulted on the profits due to the Society from a profitable 

movement of the FRA/Futures contracts, if and when they were closed.   

That exposure would in time be covered by the ICCH as guarantors 

of all Floor Members positions.  The reality of the deal was SBS had no 

additional contingent exposure to the Futures Broker who took on the 

SBS business.   

The only risk exposure in any form with this FRA for Futures deal - 

was held by the Broker and their credit exposures to the SBS from 

funding the ICCH requirements of the futures contracts held on behalf of 

the SBS.  

The Societies only direct exposure would be in the cost of the 

unwinding of the FRA/Futures agreement and hedge/trading costs 

associated with that unwinding.  That was all interest rate risk and was 

the natural risk exposure the SBS carrier every day on its portfolio.   

Theoretically, the broker would be holding all SBS transactions as 

part of their own house positions in a segregated and designated 

account.  This was a very important point when Rudi was strategising 

his ‘master strategy’ from November ’87 and onwards.   

This meant from a regulatory perspective that any sweeping by 

the SFE monitors looking for collusion or market manipulation positions, 

would not be able to detect the SBS positions held within the Brokers 

house position.  

The individualised positioning for those contracts were not 

available to the SFE monitors unless specifically requested.  At this 

stage, the concept of a targeted market strategy against a SFE futures 

contract was as far removed from any SFE regulator as it could be.  It 

was just deemed not to be possible.  This was like having a ‘joker’ as 

part of his house of cards, and was always be another layer of avoiding 

market scrutiny. 

During his employ with Ord Westpac Futures prior to joining SBS, 

Rudi was responsible for generating the marketing propaganda that was 

sent to clients.  Part of that propaganda included a disclosure statement 

that SFE contracts could not be manipulated.  It explained that 

safeguards were in place to monitor individual client positions to insure 

that no single entity had more than allowable percentages of open 

market positions.    

Of the several brokers who were approached, there were only 

three who still had any real interest in the proposal as it had been 

presented.  They were Capel Court, Bain Refco, and with some 

reluctance Ord Westpac Futures.  The only reason Chris Gorman and 
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Ords were still in the hunt was because of a promise Rudi had made to 

Gorman when he left his employ to join the SBS.  

Bain Refco were favoured at this point but Rudi was trying to 

negotiate a Brokerage cost and needed the competition to stay in the 

race to strike the best deal. 

Rudi next decided he would trial each of these Brokers with a small 

number of FRA contracts to see how the system flowed both from the 

SBS and a Floor Trader’s perspective.  The brokers were also eager for a 

trial period to see how their side of the equation worked for them.  The 

upside for the Broker was that when SBS decided the trial period was 

over, the successful Broker would deal all the SBS futures business 

exclusively.   

No one had any idea what that would become over the coming 

months.  On some days, it represented 30-35% of the total market 

volume – on average days it would be 10-15% on a regular basis.  

Those numbers have never been exposed or released to anybody 

previously – not even the SBS Management knew.  To this day the 

market regulators and other players had no perception of what 

percentage of the futures market was being booked under the SBS 

name.  If it became known at the time - all hell would have broken lose. 

The administration procedures in managing the paperwork and 

reconciliations became a logistical nightmare for the SBS settlements 

staff.  When the SBS operation was in full swing during the January 

through to March ‘88 period – Bains were delivering 2-3 boxed cartons a 

week - full of single sheet paperwork - each sheet representing a single 

FRA contract.  Each of these boxes thousands FRA deal confirmations. 

When the cartons started to arrive, the SBS settlements Manager 

Sue Bennett just looked at the cartons and asked Rudi what she was 

supposed to do with them.  When Rudi explained, there were all sorts of 

dramas.    

He laid out the initial procedure which was to first reconcile the 

futures summaries with the dealer summaries for the Futures/FRA deal.  

Then the process was to progress to the reconciliation of the FRA deal 

summaries with each individual Futures price transaction.  When this 

practice was applied, it became obvious to both Sue and Rudi, that there 

had to be a better way.   

The other procedural responsibilities was to ensure that when 

matching Futures/FRA transactions were being closed out, that the Profit 

and Loss reconciliation agreed with the SBS calculations.   

These procedures all became a simple exercise eventually.  The 

Futures summaries were deemed to be reliable exchange documentation 

where 1st in 1st out matching was being applied and adopted. The SBS 

adopted the same practice and this meant that the Futures summaries 

were being used exclusively to monitor the SBS exposures and financial 

position on all FRA/Futures dealings after they had been verified with 

the dealer trade documentation. 

 Rudi had to put in place fail safe protocols for these FRA positions 

as part of the daily summaries.  There were other savvy dealers who 

were also using computers during the late 80’s with their own programs 

as well.   

Rudi had worked in several dealing rooms, and knew 100’s of 

dealers who had never had any exposures to computers.  The calculus 
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and macro driven functions within Rudi’s program allowed for any type 

of investment security to be entered, re-valued to a market value, and 

measured in weighted maturities and hedge relationships with 90 day 

Bank bill, and both three (3) and 10 year futures contracts.  

This software package later became a commercial enterprise within 

Rudi’s own private Company after he left SBS.  It sold to Australian 

Banks during this period, and remains one of the first Interest Rate 

Hedging software products introduced commercially to the Marketplace.  

The same software was resurrected during the research phase of this 

novel.  It was converted to an Excel spreadsheet and is still as functional 

today as it was 22 years ago.   

Its greatest function from the SBS Managements perspective was 

its macro driven reports.   It was the tool that allowed SBS to have so 

much control over monitoring their intraday positions.  With this 

software - SBS Treasury had a major head start on the rest of the 

market when it came to producing accurate and reliable Portfolio hedge 

strategy’s and risk management controls.   

To put this computer program in context with today’s marketplace,  

it had been developed on a 286 highbred that cost $9000 in 1985.  The 

RAM4 was 286k, and the hard drive space was 20 megabytes. Today’s 

PC’s systems are light years ahead.  The software frame being used for 

the spreadsheet structures was Lotus Symphony 1.1. 

 

 

                                           
4 Random Access Memory 


